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Introduction

After the leak of the Dobbs decision that ultimately overturned Roe v. Wade, technology companies made a series of (officially unrelated, but conspicuously timed) public statements in support of user privacy: Apple released an advertisement showcasing privacy features (O’Flaherty, 2022); Google promised to delete location data of abortion clinic visitors (Grant, 2022); Meta announced testing of default end-to-end-encryption on Messenger and Instagram Direct (Newman, 2022).

On the surface, these declarations cast Big Tech as entities that take care to protect their users. Limiting data collection by deleting location history or instituting end-to-end encryption threatens a business-model based on selling user data to advertisers (Zuboff, 2015). Should we understand these decisions as a form of altruistic activism? What might Big Tech have to gain?

We analyze a collection of statements and policy changes by technology companies to understand how corporate decisions are leveraged as a branding strategy and to identify the limits of corporate care. We thus ask: Can corporations engage in care-ful activism, or are their decisions (as exemplified by their policies and utterances after Dobbs) always-already care-less?

Platform ideology

In the past, corporations like Meta worked to convince users that their platforms were morally neutral (Deibert, 2020; Gillespie, 2010). Platforms aim to resist legal liability by
claiming they are not arbiters of truth, while maintaining their relevance as public spheres (Gillespie, 2010). Although platforms literally “pick and choose” what content they allow to exist (Gillespie, 2015), they claim to facilitate openness, connection, and accessibility. But by relying on user data for profit (West, 2019; Zuboff, 2015), platforms are inherently capitalist and thus political (Winner, 2017). Further, platforms are inherently closed. Proprietary algorithms mean that users have little insight into their inner workings, which allows platforms to make unilateral decisions “that purport to be in the best interest of their user networks” (Cotter, 2021; Petre et al., 2019, p. 2).

Now, platforms work to appear ‘good’: they publicly “crack down” on manipulation (Malik, 2022) and speak out for racial justice (Toh, 2020), despite privately subjecting activists to state surveillance (Nurik, 2022). In order to bolster positive public perceptions of their platforms, companies may engage in “commodity activism” or “brand activism” by taking social action or a position on a social issue. Vredenburg et al. (2020) developed a framework for differentiating authentic from inauthentic brand activism by parsing their speech (marketing messaging) from their actions (corporate policies). However, their framework was developed with the aim of guiding brands on how to best perform their activism. It is worth querying whether this is something we should strive for, or if this problematically (re)inscribes corporations as people, thereby perpetuating their moral authority (Petre et al., 2019) over users.

In a forum on popular feminism, Rottenberg observes: “[through neoliberalism] everything is reduced to market metrics, even our political imagination” (Banet-Weiser et al., 2020, p. 8). This is an integral aspect of commodity activism, as well—ultimately, commodity activism works to enhance capital for corporations rather than enact social change by making “social action …marketable” (Mukherjee & Banet-Weiser, 2012, p. 2). This has bolstered popular feminism (ibid.), which is able to flourish when feminism is popular enough to be a commodity. Engaging in brand activism that supports people who can get pregnant, then, is a cost-benefit analysis: Is it more useful for the corporation to say nothing and avoid angering the opposition, or more marketable for the corporation to come out in defense of reproductive rights?

**Politics of care**

Platforms hope that we believe they care. They care about connection, they care about transparency, they care about democracy and about privacy. When thinking about platform activism, then, we must engage with “matters of care” (de la Bellacasa, 2011). Caring is historically gendered (Gilligan, 2009) and devalued as antithetical to science in that it is inherently subjective, rather than objective (Code, 2015; Martin et al., 2015). However, Code (2015) argues that to know is to care, as questioning how we know what we know requires that we care about how we discovered it. But troubling romanticized notions of care is critical. Paternalistic “care” was and remains a weapon of (post)colonialism and imperialism while sidestepping structural oppression by emphasizing the individual (Murphy, 2015). Care, then, is at once antithetical and aligned with neoliberalism, able to be wielded against and in service of it (Martin et al., 2015; Murphy, 2015).

**Data feminism and liberatory pursuits**
So does this mean that platforms’ social action is always-already capitalist and careless? West (2022) argues that some privacy moves, like instituting end-to-end encryption with an eye toward feminist, Black, queer ideologies rather than cis-hetero white libertarianism, can create communities of care, free from surveillance by corporations and states. Looking beyond social media and search platforms, some science and technology scholars have argued that the instantiation of user agency in self-tracking technologies can be harnessed to resist power structures by (mis)using the technologies to increase user benefit (Fox et al., 2020; Kristensen & Ruckenstein, 2018). Troublingly, though, being a cyborg (Haraway, 1990) is not necessarily a benefit to those seeking reproductive care without Roe protections, as digital traces can later implicate abortion-seekers (Singer & Chen, 2022). This calls to mind Lupton’s (2013) neoliberal cyborg: a well-behaved, conservative subject seeking wholeness and perfection. Digital technologies create this neoliberal subject, Lupton argues, by encouraging constant self-surveillance and monitoring, and by turning our embodied experience into ‘objective’ data, i.e., numbers. While subjective knowledge was previously used to determine if an abortion law was broken in pre-Roe America (Holland, 2020), the power of ‘objective’ data may now be harnessed to criminalize a formerly-pregnant person.

**Method**

Given the controversy of the Dobbs decision, it is perhaps unsurprising that there are very few official statements that address the decision directly (2). We additionally draw upon news articles (76) published from the date of the Dobbs leak to the end of the year pulled from Google News results for each platform of interest and “abortion” which pertain to actions (18) taken by platforms. We analyze this compilation of public utterances (96) through critical technocultural discourse analysis (Brock, 2018) to capture the combination of discourse and action in our dataset.

**Preliminary Results**

Care, in its ideal, is opposed to neoliberalism: resisting individuality in favor of community and refusing to reduce humans to capital (Martin et al., 2015). Yet, there is indeed a “darker side of care” (p. 627). Paternalistic care can be a weapon – used to ensnare and to oppress (Murphy, 2015). We find that platforms redefine care in three main ways: for users, care is neoliberal - platforms provide us with good privacy options, for which we are individually responsible. The datafication of our surveillance is reframed as something we can control through making responsible choices. For employees, care is paternalistic (Murphy, 2015; Petre et al., 2019) - employees are offered money for healthcare, at the expense of free expression. Finally, ultimate care is for the platform - that company culture is protected, alliance with the state unthreatened, and above all, profit is promoted. Through the “double vision of care,” (Lindén & Lydahl, 2021, p. 8) platform decisions are revealed to extend care in some ways, while also maintaining control over users and their data.
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